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Abstract: Keyword search is a familiar and potentially effective way to find information of interest that is “locked” inside databases. To route keywords only to the relevant sources to reduce high cost of processing keyword search queries over all sources. In the proposed system first Pre-process Text, Build a network of keyword, Rank the Node, Remove common ranked node, Store them in a table. Then finally display the result. The proposed system uses routing keyword search for queries having many keywords. This improves the performance of keyword search. This way can greatly reduce time and space costs.
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1. Introduction

Web has evolved from a global information space of linked documents to one where both documents and data are linked. Linked data [1][3][4][10][12] is an approach to publishing and sharing data on the web. Data from different domains i.e. companies, people, books, films, scientific publications, television ,music, and radio programs, proteins, genes, clinical trials and drugs, online communities, scientific data and statistical, and reviews. In database research, solutions have been proposed, which given a keyword query, retrieve the most relevant structured results or simply, select the single most relevant databases .However, these approaches are single-source solutions. They are not directly applicable to the web of Linked Data, where results are not bounded by a single source but might encompass several Linked Data sources. Existing work uses keyword relationships [1][2][5] collected individually for single databases. The goal is to produce routing plans, which can be used to compute results from multiple sources.

2. Linked Data

The web is collection of textual documents and also interlinked data sources. Linked data is about using the web to connect related data that wasn’t previously linked, or using the web to lower the barriers to linking data currently linked using other methods. Linked data compromise hundreds of sources containing millions of links. Same-as-link denotes two RDF resources represents same real world. Linked data is given in fig. 1.

It is difficult for any non technical web users to get the data. Technical users have knowledge of SQL language, so that he can easily exploit the web data. Every user can get data using keyword search. Keyword search do not required any knowledge of structured queries i.e. query languages, the schema, or the underlying data.

There are generic Linked Data browsers which allow users to start browsing in one data source and then navigate along links into related data sources. There are Linked Data search engines that crawl the Web of Data by following links between data sources and provide expressive query capabilities over aggregated data, similar to how a local database is queried today. The Web of Data also opens up new possibilities for domain-specific applications. Unlike Web 2.0 mashups which work against a fixed set of data sources, Linked Data applications operate on top of an unbound, global data space. This enables them to deliver more complete answers as new data sources appear on the Web.

Figure 1: Extract of the web data graph

3. Approaches of Keyword Search

3.1 Schema Based Approaches

There are schema-based approaches [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [9] [10] [11] implemented on top of off-the-shelf databases. A keyword query is processed by mapping keywords to elements of the database (called keyword elements). Then, using the schema, valid join sequences are derived, which are then employed to join (“connect”) the computed keyword elements to form so-called candidate networks representing possible results to the keyword query.

A system called Kite extends schema-based techniques to find candidate networks in the multisource setting. Many practical settings, however, require that they combine tuples from multiple databases to obtain the desired answers. Such databases are often autonomous and heterogeneous in their schemas and data. Kite gives a solution to the keyword-search problem over heterogeneous relational databases. It employs schema matching techniques to discover links between sources and uses structure discovery techniques to find foreign key joins across heterogeneous sources. Such joins are critical for producing query results that span multiple databases and relations.

Kite operates in two phases: offline preprocessing and online querying. In the offline preprocessing phase (Fig. 2), the
index builder constructs standard inverted IR indexes on the text attributes of the databases. Then, the FK join finder leverages data-based join discovery and schema matching methods to identify FK joins across the databases. In the online querying phase, given a top-k keyword query Q, the condensed candidate network (CN) generator employs the FK joins and the IR indexes to quickly identify a space of possible answers to Q.

3.2 Schema-Agnostic Approaches

Systems for Schema-agnostic keyword search on databases, such as DBXplorer, BANKS, and Discover, model a response as a tree connecting nodes (tuples) that contain the different keywords in a query (or more generally, nodes that satisfy specified conditions). Here “schema-agnostic” [1][2][3][4][5][9][10][11] means that the queries need not use any schema information (although the evaluation system can exploit schema information). For example, the query “Gray transaction” on a graph derived from DBLP may find Gray matching an author node, transaction matching a paper node, and an answer would be the connecting path; with more than two keywords, the answer would be a connecting tree. The tree model has also been used to find connected Web pages, that together contain the keywords in a query.Schema-agnostic approaches operate directly on the data. Structured results are computed by exploring the underlying data graph. The goal is to find structures in the data called Steiner trees (Steiner graphs[1][2] in general), which connect keyword elements.

3.3 Database Selection

A database is relevant if its keyword relationship model covers all pairs of query keywords. MKS [1][2][3][4][5] captures relationships using a matrix. Since M-KS considers only binary relationships between keywords, it incurs a large number of false positives for queries with more than two keywords. This is the case when all query keywords are pairwise related but there is no combined join sequence which connects all of them.

G-KS [1][2][3][4][5] addresses this problem by considering more complex relationships between keywords using a keyword relationship graph (KRG)[1]. Each node in the graph corresponds to a keyword. Each edge between two nodes corresponding to the keywords <ki, kj> indicates that there exists at least two connected tuples ti → tj that match ki and kj. Moreover, the distance between ti and tj are marked on the edges.

4. The Proposed System

4.1 Proposed Algorithm

To route keywords only to the relevant sources to reduce high cost of processing keyword search queries over all sources. Aim is to improve the performance of keyword search. In the proposed system first Pre-process Text, Build a network of keyword, Rank the Node, Remove common ranked node, Store them in a table. Then finally display the result.

Proposed algorithm and flowchart are as following.

1) Remove all stop words from the text (eg for, the, are, is, and etc.)
   a) Create an array of candidate keywords which are set of words separated by stop words
   b) Find the frequency of the words – using stemming algorithm
2) Build a network of keywords (repeat until all keywords and docs are being referred)
   a) Create a G-KS approach based graph as per the degree of the each word with the keyword as node and its link as edge. (Degree of a word is the number of how many times a word is used by other candidate keywords)
   b) For every candidate keyword find the total frequency and degree by summing all word's scores.
   c) Finally degree/frequency gives the score for being keyword.
3) Create a single database with attributes based on graph
4) Display the results

4.2 Flow chart of Proposed Method
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